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Written by leading statesmen and scholars, this book examines the economic,
political, and cultural relations between Europe and emerging Asian nations.
“Erixon and Srinivasan have produced a rare book: intricate and elegant; optimistic and realistic;
descriptive and prescriptive … [T]hey tell the complex story of how diverse European states are
engaging with – and often disagreeing with – their diverse Asian counterparts.
– William Antholis, Director and CEO of the Miller Center of Public Affairs, University of Virginia

Further praise for Europe in Emerging Asia:

“This volume, featuring a refreshingly diverse set of highly knowledgeable contributors, addresses a
gap in much global scholarship and commentary: the relationship between Europe, particularly the
EU, and much of Asia. The fact that the EU is largely absent outside the spheres of commerce,
tourism and high culture seems to bother neither set of regional actors unduly. This book explains
why.”
– David Malone, Rector of the United Nations University and Under-Secretary-General of the United
Nations
“This is an excellent overview of relationships between Europe and Asia, which are exceptionally
important but too frequently undervalued. Asian countries will play an increasingly vital role in shaping
the 21st century and it is imperative that Europe should develop partnerships with them.”
– Lord Christopher Patten, Former Governor of Hong Kong, EU Commissioner, former Chairman of
the BBC trust, Presently Chancellor of Oxford University
“Erixon and Srinivasan have assembled a strong team of political scientists, economists, public
intellectuals and policy practitioners to reflect and ponder on cooperation between two important poles
of the international political economy - the EU and rising Asia. This volume, coming 20 years after the
EU’s first “Asia Strategy” paper and in the midst of the euro crisis, makes a timely contribution to
appreciating and understanding Europe’s role in an Asian century.”
– Reuben Wong, Jean Monnet Chair in European Integration and Foreign Policy, National University
of Singapore
“A key issue of our time is whether and how a hitherto Western-dominated international order can
accommodate the rising states of Asia. Most of the analysis of this question to date has been devoted
to relations between the USA and China. This important book offers valuable insights into relations
between the European Union and Asia, and the EU's role - or lack of one - in the development of a
new world economic and political order.”
– Anatol Lieven, School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University, Qatar

